
BID NO:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

SCHOOL/DEPT:

AWARDED TO:

MUSIC & ARTS PALEN MUSIC CENTER
LINCOLN COUNTY 

MUSIC SUPPLY, INC.
St. Louis, MO Columbia, MO Troy, MO

CELLO REPAIRS
Close seam/loose rib $75/hr $38.00 $15.00

Complete top off loose rib
$75/hr $192.00 $250.00

Corner crack $75/hr $20.00 $25.00
Crown $75/hr N/A X
Dress fingerboard $75/hr $70.00 $100.00
Dress pegs $75/hr $30.00 $35.00
End block damage $75/hr N/A $75.00
Fingerboard reglue $125.00 $60.00 $50.00
Lower bout $75/hr N/A $10.00
Neck reglue $75/hr $150.00 $175.00
New bridge $100.00 $100.00 $55.00
New endbutton $75/hr N/A X
New endpin $125.00 $115.00 $100.00
New soundpost $50.00 $55.00 $40.00
New tailpiece $100.00 $70.00 $40.00
Open seams $75/hr $60.00 $10.00
Peg dress $75/hr $30.00 $35.00
Raise Nut $75/hr $22.00 $20.00
Reglue delamination $75/hr N/A X
Rib crack $75/hr $23/inch $150.00
Slip-on rubber endpin tip $75/hr $7.00 $5.00
Top crack $75/hr $23/inch $175.00
Touch up and clean $75/hr N/C $60.00
Wing crack $75/hr $23/inch $40.00

BASS REPAIRS
Close seam/loose rib $75/hr $55.00 $25.00

Complete top off loose rib
$75/hr $275.00 $450.00

Corner crack $75/hr $30.00 $60.00
Crown $75/hr N/A X
Dress fingerboard $75/hr $97.00 $175.00
Dress pegs $75/hr $60.00
End block damage $75/hr N/A $125.00
Fingerboard reglue $155.00 $82.00 $100.00
Lower bout $75/hr N/A $50.00
Neck reglue $75/hr $165.00 $275.00
New bridge $170.00 $195.00 $75.00
New endbutton $75/hr N/A X
New endpin Estimate only $220.00 $125.00
New soundpost $80.00 $70.00 $50.00
New tailpiece $245.00 $230.00 $75.00
Open seams $75/hr $82.00 $20.00
Peg dress $75/hr N/A X
Raise Nut $75/hr $30.00 $25.00
Reglue delamination $75/hr N/A X
Rib crack $75/hr $23/inch $250.00
Slip-on rubber endpin tip $75/hr $7.00 $8.00
Top crack $75/hr $23/inch $200.00
Touch up and clean $75/hr N/C $80.00
Wing crack $23/inch $50.00

VIOLIN REPAIRS
Close seam/loose rib $75/hr $27.00 $8.00

Complete top off loose rib
$75/hr $150.00 $175.00

Corner crack $75/hr $20.00 $30.00
Crown $75/hr $60.00 ?
Dress fingerboard $75/hr $60.00 $75.00
Dress pegs $75/hr $25.00 $25.00
End block damage $75/hr $48.00 $75.00
Fingerboard reglue $90.00 $48.00 $20.00
Lower bout $75/hr $82.00 $25.00
Neck reglue $75/hr $65.00 $100.00
New bridge $60.00 $48.00 $35.00
New endbutton $75/hr $35.00 $15.00
New soundpost $45.00 $35.00 $20.00
Open seams $75/hr $30.00 $10.00
Peg dress $75/hr $25.00 $25.00
Raise Nut $75/hr $22.00 $15.00
Reglue delamination $75/hr $75.00 ?
Rib crack $75/hr $19/inch $125.00
Top crack $75/hr $19/inch $125.00
Touch up and clean $75/hr N/C $40.00
Wing crack $75/hr $19/inch $25.00

VIOLA REPAIRS
Close seam/loose rib $75/hr $30.00 $8.00

Complete top off loose rib
$75/hr $132.00 $175.00

Corner crack $75/hr $20.00 $30.00
Crown $75/hr $60.00 X
Dress fingerboard $75/hr $60.00 $75.00
Dress pegs $75/hr $25.00 $25.00
End block damage $75/hr $48.00 $75.00
Fingerboard reglue $90.00 $48.00 $20.00
Lower bout $75/hr $82.00 $25.00
Neck reglue $75/hr $65.00 $100.00
New bridge $60.00 $48.00 $35.00
New endbutton $75/hr $35.00 $15.00
New soundpost $45.00 $35.00 $20.00
Open seams $75/hr $30.00 $10.00
Peg dress $75/hr $25.00 $25.00
Raise Nut $75/hr $22.00 $15.00
Reglue delamination $75/hr $75.00 ?
Rib crack $75/hr $19/inch $125.00
Top crack $75/hr $19/inch $125.00
Touch up and clean $75/hr N/C $40.00
Wing crack $75/hr $19/inch $25.00

BOW REPAIRS
Bow Rehair $60.00 $70.00 $40.00
Bow Repair $75/hr $70.00 X

Palen Music Center

Instrument

COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT
 Bid Tab

C-23042

String Instrument Repair Services

11/16/2022

Fine Arts


